CAR-2ACS

The CAR-2ACS features 2 favorite characters from *Cars*, sure to be a *Disney* classic. Small and portable, the lights have built-in keychain rings ideal for attaching to backpacks or school bags. In addition, when the easy to operate switch is pressed, the hood opens to reveal the LED.

**Product Detail:**
- **Designation:** Disney Pop-the-Hood Light™
- **Model:** CAR-2ACS
- **Color:** Red
- **Power Source:** Two A76 Batteries
- **ANSI/NEDA:** 1166A Series
- **Lamp:** LED
- **Lamp Life:** Lifetime
- **Lamp Output:** 6 Lumens
- **Typical Weight:**
  - Mater: 32.50 grams
  - Lightning: 32.50 grams (with battery)
- **Dimensions (mm):**
  - Mater: 81.5 x 35.3
  - Lightning: 82.6 x 38.4

**Performance:**

**Run Time**
Typical Battery Service to End of Useable Light (21°C)

- **A76 Battery Type**
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